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How much “bad traffic” should 
I be seeing from each 

economy?
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What is “bad traffic” - background

• APNIC runs an information service called 
“DASH”


• “Dashboard for AS number Health”


• It’s a report about honeynet-measured 
bad traffic origination from each AS


• (we’re working on BGP health & RPKI / 
IRR misalignment as a feature for 2022 
along with alerting as a service)
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Origin-AS ISP-B
Honeypot

Origin-AS ISP-A

What is “bad traffic” - Subverted systems

• We believe we primarily detect 
subverted customer hosts


• Systems which have malware 
installed, and are being used as 
part of a “botnet” or otherwise as 
an attack source: probing to find 
other candidate systems to attack, 
and install malware on


• If these are not subverted hosts, 
since its TCP, it isn’t hard to track 
them down. Its not spoofed-source
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Honeynet?
• Honeypots are traps for attackers:


• Run “atttractive” port-80 (web), port-22 (SSH), port-53 (DNS) 
and like services -signal (falsely) they are unpatched for known 
CVE, or have rainbow-table guessable passwords, or are 
open-resolvers


• Collect the 5-tuple {ip proto, src, srcport, dst, dstport} plus 
associated metadata


• Share the information amongst the CERT & related community


• 501c3 international non-profit security research organisation


• Distributed worldwide https://honeynet.org
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DASH has a honey net feed
• APNIC Security (Adli Wahid) has provided 

APNIC with a JSON feed of the honey net 
“hits”


• We “adorn” this via delegated-extended and 
BGP to add the origin-as (at time of hit) and 
registration information (economy, allocating 
RIR, custodian code)


• Our primary mission in DASH is to tell the 
delegate (and origin-AS) about the problem: 
we’re not in the “name and shame” business


• But, we do aggregate this up to the economy/
region level for analysis

{
  "direction": "inbound",
  "protocol": "ip",
  "ids_type": "network",
  "timestamp": "2018-04-15T22:44:23.339555",
  "vendor_product": "Cowrie",
  "type": "cowrie.sessions",
  "app": "cowrie",
  "src_ip": “195.3.147.49",
  “economy”: “LV”,
  “RIR”: “RIPE”,
  “custodian-code”: “702bfdc7-58d1-48db-a50e-43be90c3e3ac”,
  “origin-AS”: “AS41390”
  "dest_port": 22,
  "signature": "SSH session on cowrie honeypot",
  "ssh_version": "SSH-2.0-PuTTY_Release_0.67",
  "src_port": 40629,
  "dest_ip": “192.168.1.1”,
  "sensor": "8ae6a710-16c2-11e8-a596-5600015f762a",
  "transport": "tcp",
  "severity": "high"
}
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How much “should” I see?
• Imagine “bad traffic” as a problem is evenly 

distributed


• This means that on average, the amount of “hits” 
which are seen from any source will be a function of 
the size of the population online


• Therefore the volume of “bad traffic” hits per 
economy should be a function of the online 
population size


• …Which we have in APNIC Labs as a model
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The APNIC Labs population model

• APNIC Labs collates basic economy 
data from external sources and 
tabulates it online at 


• https://labs.apnic.net/
dists/regiontablecc.html

• This is used for “weighting” data in 
labs 1x1 experiments
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Weighting data
• Samples in labs 1x1 experiments do not distribute randomly by 

economy


• Within any AS or Economy, they are a reasonable insight into 
end-user capability per user


• If there was an external ground-truth to the ratio of end users 
per origin-AS, labs could apply it 

• Weights are applied to re-scale sample counts per economy, to 
use in totals for World, regions, or associated totals for discrete 
economies (eg RIPE membership, APNIC membership)


• Sample values as measured are un-affected, but can be “added” 
to scale with the real-world % of totals amongst economies
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Applying weights to DASH data
• We don’t want to produce sums/totals by region or from 

economies.


• We want to understand if the volume of honey net inputs 
per economy are in scale with the economy as a population 
of users. 


• So: based on some count of hits per day seen, assuming 
random distribution per economy, what level of traffic per 
economy (by user population) should we have seen


• …And how does this vary against the actual hit rate per 
economy?
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The Results
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The Results
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Ta-DAAAA!



The Results
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Thank You. 

Questions?



Ok. More seriously what’s 
going on?

• This is a time series from Feb 2020 to October 2021


• Each row is an ISO3166 economy identified from the origin-as


• The cells show variance of count of the “hits” in this date, 
from the “ground truth” user population, as a ratio of world 
population. -The variance is “how many x “worse” this is.
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No Data As good as or better than ratio 
of world User Population

Worse than expected in the 
range 2-10x

Significantly worse than 
expected


10-100x or worse



The Results: most 
economies do “OK”
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• The graph is overwhelmingly “green” 
• Most economies are at, or below 

their expected ratio against all 
samples seen worldwide 
• I didn’t bother grading for 

goodness, some are better than 
others. 

• Most economies without samples 
are small economies.



The Results: for most economies, 
the problem is “intermittent”
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Is this evenly distributed?

• No. On this evidence, “goodness” distributes pretty evenly, 
but “badness” is spotty, and distributes differently in time, 
and location. 


• The first proposition “follows the % of world population” 
doesn’t look like it holds.
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The Results: What is going 
on in the Netherlands?
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• Is this a persisting problem, or is the NL where the CERT/honeynet community 
typically run scanners from? 
• We think that there was some ramp-up and then long period, and then a process 

change of some kind. 
• The scale appears above and beyond that which would sail under the radar of the 

NL authorities, if this was a persisting problem



The Results: The problem 
sorted by intensity and scale
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• This is an extract of the data, selected by the scale of the problem, to average 
intensity (so, it naturally promotes consistently above-scale sources)
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This is a CDF of about 80% Of the problem 
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This is a CDF of about  80% Of the problem 

It’s a CDF of only 17% of the population of users



Classic 80/20 problem!

• It kind-of works out that 20% of the population (ok 17%) is 
causing 80% of the problem.
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The Results: The problem 
sorted by real-world scale
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• This is an extract of the data, selected by the scale of the economy,  irrespective of 
intensity.
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This is a CDF of about 40% Of the problem 
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This is a CDF of about 40% Of the problem 

But.. it’s about 78% of the CDF by user Population



wait.. 80 + 40 == 120%

• You can’t add these two views, different sorting functions 
determined the “top set” in each case.


• (Some of the (few) heavy hitters in the first slide, are also in 
the second slide, by population, if not by intensity of effect)
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Summary
• DASH is helping AS delegates understand their bad traffic effects, from a 

worldwide network of honeypots


• Viewed as an aggregate by economy and time, The “problem” of bad traffic is not 
evenly distributed.


• By “size”, less than half the problem sources from the larger Internet economies 
(user population)


• By “pain”, almost 80% of the problem sources from a list of around 30 
economies, which represent less than 17% of the population


• There are some anomaly economies (NL?) which may be measurement artefacts 
or CERT scanning activity


• Most economies seem to get a handle on the problem within a few months of a 
“peak event”
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Thank you for listening! 

Happy to take questions 
(Can’t easily show you inside DASH because its for delegates only: you 
need an APNIC login. Remember we’re not doing “name and shame” at 

the delegate (AS holder) level)
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Thank You
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Complete Dataset by economy code, Feb 2020 - Oct 2021
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